G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling occurs in complex spatiotemporal patterns that are difficult to probe using standard pharmacological and genetic approaches. A powerful approach for dissecting GPCRs is to use light-controlled pharmacological agents that are tethered covalently and specifically to genetically engineered receptors. However, deficits in our understanding of the mechanism of such photoswitches have limited application of this approach and its extension to other GPCRs. In this study, we have harnessed the power of bioorthogonal tethering to SNAP and CLIP protein tags to create a family of light-gated metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs). We define the mechanistic determinants of photoswitch efficacy, including labeling efficiency, dependence on photoswitch structure, length dependence of the linker between the protein tag and the glutamate ligand, effective local concentration of the glutamate moiety, and affinity of the receptor for the ligand. We improve the scheme for photoswitch synthesis as well as photoswitch efficiency, and generate seven light-gated group II/III mGluRs, including variants of mGluR2, 3, 6, 7, and 8. Members of this family of light-controlled receptors can be used singly or in specifically labeled, independently light-controlled pairs for multiplexed control of receptor populations. metabotropic glutamate receptor | optogenetics | photopharmacology | G protein-coupled receptor | photoswitchable ligand
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) provide a link between extracellular stimuli and intracellular signaling pathways in many complex biological systems, including the central and peripheral nervous systems (1) . Due to the inherent dynamic spatial and temporal complexity of GPCR signaling, as well as the vast diversity of subtypes, it remains difficult to probe the role and mechanism of specific receptors in physiological processes ranging from molecular and cellular events to neural circuits and behavior. Conventional probes such as pharmacological agonists, antagonists, or allosteric modulators are both difficult to apply and remove rapidly and to target spatially to either specific cell types or subcellular processes. Furthermore, designing fully subtypeselective ligands remains a major challenge, despite the increasing abundance of X-ray crystal structures (2) . To overcome these limitations, a number of approaches have recently been developed based on either chemical engineering or optical control, which allow receptor activation to be tightly controlled in space and/or time and, when combined with genetic encoding, allow for targeting of subsets of cellular populations.
The most widely used manipulators of G-protein signaling are the DREADDs. These engineered receptors are selectively activated by an othogonal ligand, allowing G-protein activation to be initiated in genetically defined cell types (3) but with slow on and off kinetics and limited spatial precision. Efforts to overcome these limitations led to the use of rhodopsin (4), cone opsin (5), and melanopsin (6, 7) . Although these tools permit improved spatial and temporal precision compared with DREADDs, it remains unclear whether they can be used to fully recapitulate the complex signaling properties of specific receptors, despite clever chimeric approaches to impart regions of different GPCRs to the light-sensitive opsin core (8) (9) (10) (11) . Efforts to develop optical control of GPCRs also led to the development of fully native GPCRs from the class C metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) family, which are controlled by a photoswitchable tethered ligand (PTL) and enable both biophysical analysis of molecular mechanism and cellular analysis of neuronal signaling (12, 13) . We recently complemented cysteine-attaching PTLs with photoswitchable orthogonal remotely tethered ligands (PORTLs) that attach via a linker to a SNAP domain that is fused to the ligandbinding domain of the receptor, thereby gaining robust and highselectivity targeting of the photoswitchable ligand for the receptor of interest (12, 14) .
The PORTL system offers the opportunity for parallel targeting of distinct photoswitched ligands to distinct receptors for multiplexed optical control, an opportunity that we seize upon
Significance
The ability to manipulate signaling proteins with high spatiotemporal and genetic precision holds great promise for understanding the role of specific molecules in physiology and disease. In this study, we have provided mechanistic characterization of an optogenetic method for the control of G proteincoupled metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) using tethered photoswitches. This method provides substantial advantages, including improved labeling efficiency, photoswitch efficacy, and specificity. We harness this information to improve photoswitch efficacy, expand the approach throughout the mGluR family, thereby vastly expanding the toolbox, and design orthogonal photoswitches that permit dual optical control of multiple receptors. The engineering principles and approaches defined in this study should facilitate the extension of orthogonal photopharmacology to other signaling proteins.
here. The PORTL system differs in design due to the remote attachment of the photoswitch to a fused protein domain rather than the direct attachment of a small PTL directly to the ligandbinding domain. We describe experiments that define the local concentration of the ligand in the photoactivated state, the photoactivation and deactivation kinetics, and the system's efficacy limits. We harness this mechanistic knowledge to improve photoswitch efficacy, design orthogonal CLIP-targeting PORTLs, and extend photocontrol to five of the six members of the group II and III mGluR subfamilies. Significantly, we show that spectral variants of SNAP-targeting and CLIP-targeting PORTLs may be multiplexed to achieve independent optical control of two distinct receptor populations, advancing the power of optogenetic analysis of GPCR signaling from molecular mechanism to neural circuit and behavior. The engineering principles and approaches defined in this study should facilitate the extension of orthogonal photopharmacology to other signaling proteins.
Results

SNAP-Tethered (PORTL) and Cysteine-Conjugated (PTL) Glutamate
Photoswitches for mGluR2. We previously developed two alternative mechanisms for optical control of mGluR2 using azobenzene-glutamate-based compounds. "LimGluR2" relies on the attachment of a maleimide-containing PTL to a cysteine that is introduced to the surface of the ligand-binding domain of the receptor (mGluR2-L300C) (12) , whereas "SNAG-mGluR2" attaches an O 6 -benzylguanine (BG)-containing PORTL to an N-terminal SNAP-tagged receptor (SNAP-mGluR2) (12, 14) . LimGluR2 conjugated to its PTL D-MAG-0 ( Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) shows photoagonism in the cis state (under 380-nm illumination), which activates coexpressed GIRK channels in HEK 293T cells. The photocurrent amplitude is 57.8 ± 6.9% (n = 8 cells) of those induced by saturating glutamate (Fig.  1B) . Following photoactivation, LimGluR2 remains on in the dark until it is turned off by visible-light illumination (≥480 nm) (Fig. 1B) . In contrast, SNAP-mGluR2 is conjugated to a long photoswitch that has a SNAP-reactive BG at one end, a linker, and an azobenzene-glutamate (AG) at the other end, and so is called "BGAG" (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Once conjugated to BGAG, SNAP-mGluR2 shows photoagonism in the cis state (under 380-nm illumination). The photocurrent amplitude is 65.6 ± 5.0% (n = 12 cells) relative to the current evoked by saturating glutamate (Fig. 1D) . A red-shifted variant of BGAG, BGAG 460 , yields maximal activation under 460-nm light and undergoes spontaneous deactivation in the dark (SI Appendix, Fig.  S1 ). Importantly, SNAG-mGluR2 is efficiently labeled by BGAG at <1% of the concentration required for D-MAG-0 labeling of LimGluR2 (∼1 μM versus ∼200 μM, respectively) due to its bioorthogonality and the lack of BG hydrolysis compared with the rapidly hydrolyzed maleimide (14) .
Analysis of Photoswitch Mechanism: Linker Length, Efficacy, and Intrasubunit Photocontrol. We sought to gain a deeper understanding of the photoswitch mechanism to optimize and tune the design and adapt photoswitching to other receptors. To improve the synthetic route and facilitate synthesis of novel photoswitches, we searched for an alternative to Cu(I)-catalyzed alkyne-azide "click chemistry," which requires overstoichiometric amounts of toxic copper to drive the reaction to completion. We switched to strain-promoted alkyne-azide click chemistry together with peptide couplings to make the synthesis more environmentally friendly and easier to reproduce (SI Appendix, Schemes S1-S5). The family of BGAG PORTLs that we produced enabled us to compare the mechanisms of photoactivation for a PTL such as D-MAG-0, whose conjugation site is through a very short linker directly to a cysteine introduced into the lower lobe of the ligand-binding domain, near the orthosteric binding site in LimGluR2 versus a BGAG, which attaches via a long polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker to a separate N-terminal fused SNAP domain in SNAG-mGluR2. Interestingly, LimGluR2 is highly sensitive to D-MAG-0 length: The addition of a single glycine between the azobenzene and glutamate, to produce D-MAG-1, converts photoagonism to photoantagonism (12) . In contrast, BGAGs with linkers consisting of different numbers of PEG repeats-BGAG 0 , BGAG 4 , BGAG 8 , and BGAG 12 -showed similar photoagonism in SNAG-mGluR2, suggesting that, unlike MAGs, whose photoisomerization points the glutamate into the binding site, photoisomerization of BGAG removes an obstruction from the glutamate that allows it to bind in the manner of a photochromic ligand on a string (12, 14) . To explore this photoswitch mechanism model, we synthesized a version of BGAG with an even shorter BG-to-azobenzene linker than BGAG 0 ("BGAG short ") (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Scheme S1), as well as one with a longer linker containing 28 PEG repeats (BGAG 28 ) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Scheme S2). It is important to note that due to the flexibility of the many single bonds within the PEG linker, we can model BGAG as a worm-like chain (15) , where there is a sublinear increase in end-to-end length of the compound as PEG repeats are added. Following conjugation to SNAP-mGluR2, BGAG short produced no detectable photoactivation, whereas BGAG 28 showed clear cis agonism but had significantly reduced efficacy compared with BGAG 12 or BGAG 0 ( Fig. 2 A and B) . We also synthesized a shortened version of BGAG 460 that lacked PEG repeats ("BGAG short,460 ") (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Scheme S3) and observed a complete lack of photoactivation, compared with ∼50% photoswitch efficiency for BGAG 12, 460 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). It is worth noting that GIRK activation provides a readout that agrees closely with mGluR activation as determined from both downstream second-messenger assays and a direct measure of the receptor's activation-associated conformational changes (16) .
Together, the above observations show that the efficacy of BGAG depends on linker length. The broad range of acceptable lengths suggests that BGAG potency depends on a low effective concentration of the azobenzene-glutamate on its long tether, rather than a precise angle-dependent high effective concentration (>10 mM) docking that operates in MAG PTLs (17) (18) (19) . To test this model, we introduced the mGluR2 ligand binding site mutation R57A to reduce glutamate affinity by ∼30-fold (20) . We showed earlier that in LimGluR2, photoactivation by MAG is not affected by the R57A mutation, even though sensitivity to synaptically released glutamate is expected to be drastically reduced (21) . We show here that the same logic applies to mGluR3, where the homologous mutation, R64A, was used to generate a low-affinity version of LimGluR3 ("LA-LimGluR3") that also maintained efficient photoactivation (SI Appendix, Fig.  S4 A and B) .
In striking contrast to the lack of effect of binding-site mutations on photoactivation by MAGs, BGAG 0 and BGAG 12 produced no photoactivation of the low-affinity SNAP-mGluR2-R57A (Fig. 2C) . We considered that the loss of photoactivation may reflect the low stability, and hence short lifetime, of the BGAG-bound state, which would be expected to result in very little synchronous liganding across the receptor population in the cell, and rare simultaneous activation of the two subunits in an mGluR2 dimer that is needed for full activation (21) . To test this hypothesis, we applied a subsaturating (∼EC 50 to 70 ) 1 mM dose of glutamate to SNAP-mGluR2-R57A and asked whether photoswitching would have an effect on top of this partially liganded and, hence, incompletely activated background. Consistent with this expectation, we found that BGAG 0 photoisomerization produced a cis agonism on top of the submaximal glutamateactivated background in SNAP-mGluR2-R57A (Fig. 2D) . However, BGAG 12 had no effect ( Fig. 2 C and E), suggesting that the azobenzene-glutamate of BGAG 0 is in a higher local concentration near the glutamate binding site than it is in BGAG 12 , consistent with the expectation that the longer linker would allow for the glutamate to wander more widely.
The implication of the above observations-that the glutamate in BGAG 0 is present in a higher effective concentration but that the activation of wild-type affinity SNAP-mGluR2 is the same for BGAG 0 and BGAG 12 -is that normally high affinity of the binding site for glutamate assures saturated (and thus equal) binding in both cases. In such a case, one would expect to be able to account quantitatively for the efficacy of photoactivation compared with saturating free glutamate. To assess this, we first sought to estimate the labeling efficiency of BGAGs. We took advantage of the ability of SNAP domains to be efficiently labeled with BG-conjugated fluorophores and developed a labeling assay where SNAP-mGluR2-expressing cells are exposed to a BGAG, washed, and then exposed to the BG-Alexa 647 dye to determine what percentage of the SNAP domains on the membrane have not been conjugated to BGAG and so remain free for dye labeling. Compared with control SNAP-mGluR2-expressing cells that were only exposed to dye, cells pretreated with either BGAG 0 , BGAG 12 , or BGAG 28 (10 μM for 45 min) before dye labeling showed a reduction in fluorophore labeling by ∼90% ( Fig. 3 A and B) . Untransfected cells that were not pretreated with BGAG had an even lower level of nonspecific dye labeling, indicating that the residual ∼10% of BG-Alexa 647 dye labeling in SNAP-mGluR2-expressing cells represented availability of the SNAP-mGluR2 due to incomplete labeling by BGAG (Fig.  3B, Inset) . Importantly, the BGAG variants had similar labeling efficiencies ( Fig. 3B ), indicating that differences in photoswitch efficiency ( Fig. 2 ) reflect differences in occupancy of the binding site and not in labeling efficiency. We asked whether we could account for the photoswitch efficiency observed with SNAGmGluR2 conjugated to either BGAG 0 or BGAG 12 . The observed ∼90% BGAG labeling efficiency would mean that ∼80% of SNAP-mGluR2 dimers would have two labeled subunits and ∼18% would have one labeled subunit. Considering that at 380 nm ∼90% of azobenzenes isomerize to the cis state (17) and that binding of glutamate to one of the subunits in the dimer activates mGluR2 by ∼20% relative to the full activation that is induced by binding to both subunits (21), we estimate an overall photoswitch efficiency of ∼70%. This is close to the observed values of ∼65% ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Following this, we reasoned that we should be able to overcome the ∼70% efficacy limit imposed by the combination of incomplete labeling and incomplete photoisomerization if only we could double the number of photoswitchable ligands per subunit. To achieve this, we combined BGAG and MAG labeling using SNAP-mGluR2-300C. When labeled only with BGAG 0 or only with D-MAG-0, we obtained an efficacy of ∼50 to 60%; however, when both photoswitches were added, we obtained near-complete photoactivation (85 to 95%) relative to saturating glutamate ( Fig. 3 C and D) , supporting the interpretation.
A key aspect of photocontrol of multisubunit receptors is the ability to selectively control the ligand occupancy of a particular (photoswitch-labeled) subunit. In the case of PTL compounds, such as D-MAG-0, this specificity is assured by their small size (∼1 nm). However, in the case of a PORTL, especially one with a long PEG linker, it is important to determine whether the photocontrol is limited to the conjugated subunit or, alternatively, is able to reach the adjacent subunit within a dimer. We tested this by coexpressing mGluR2wt with a low-affinity subunit that contained the SNAP attachment site (SNAP-mGluR2-R57A). Following exposure to BGAG 12 , we observed no photoagonism in the absence or presence of glutamate (Fig. 4) . This observation indicates that a linker of 12 PEG repeats is insufficient to reach from SNAP in one subunit to the glutamate-binding pocket in the partner subunit of the dimer.
Together, these results indicate that the PORTL approach is photoselective for the conjugated subunit and demonstrate that we have an adequate understanding of the mechanism of photoactivation and a means for boosting photoactivation to near completion.
Extension of PORTLs in the Group II and III mGluR Families. To expand the light-gated mGluR toolbox, we next sought to adapt the PORTL approach to the other group II member, mGluR3, and to the members of group III. We used N-terminally SNAPtagged versions of each of these mGluRs (22) and tested a series of BGAG ligands. In SNAP-mGluR3, BGAG 0 produced a moderate (∼20%) photoagonism, whereas longer and shorter variants showed weaker or no photoswitching (SI Appendix, Fig.  S4 B and C) . The lower potency of BGAG photoactivation of SNAP-mGluR3 compared with SNAP-mGluR2 suggests differences in structure and pharmacology, despite the ∼70% sequence identity.
We next turned to group III mGluRs, which are challenging to study because of a limited repertoire of specific pharmacological agents. We first sought to extend optical control to mGluR7, which is especially hard to study because of its extremely low apparent glutamate affinity compared with all other mGluRs (∼1 mM versus ∼1 to 10 μM, respectively). SNAP-mGluR7 showed weak photoagonism that was highly BGAG length-dependent, with peak photoswitch efficiency exerted by BGAG 12 (∼15 to 20%) (Fig.  5A, Inset) . Strikingly, activation was evoked by illumination with 500-nm light and turned off by illumination at 380 nm (Fig. 5A ). This trans photoagonism was seen for each of the BGAGs that produced a photoresponse, suggesting that it is inherent to the way that the azobenzene-glutamate moiety interacts with the ligand-binding domain.
To improve the efficacy of photoswitching beyond 20% in mGluR7, we reasoned that it would help if we could compensate for the relatively low local concentration of BGAG at the ligandbinding pocket, as seen above in SNAG-mGluR2 (Fig. 3) , which is exacerbated by the low intrinsic glutamate affinity of mGluR7. We introduced a mutation at N74 in the glutamate binding site of mGluR7 to change its identity to that of the other high glutamate affinity group III mGluRs (Fig. 5B, Inset) . The N74K mutation (23) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A ) increased the apparent glutamate affinity of mGluR7 (Fig. 5B ) and increased photoswitch efficiency to ∼40% with BGAG 12 (Fig. 5 C and D) and to ∼20% with BGAG 28 . SNAP-mGluR7-N74K retained normal surface expression (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C ), and its photoactivation could be fully blocked by the competitive antagonist LY341495 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5D ).
We next turned to mGluR8, which is ubiquitously expressed throughout the brain and spinal cord and is prominent as a drug target for pain but is difficult to study because of a limited repertoire of specific drugs (24) . As with SNAP-mGluR7, we observed trans photoagonism of SNAP-mGluR8 that was most potent with BGAG 12 (Fig. 6 A and B) . SNAP-mGluR8 had only a moderate (∼20%) photoactivation relative to activation by saturating glutamate.
The other remaining group III mGluR that is widely expressed throughout the brain is mGluR4. SNAP-mGluR4 showed no photoactivation with either BGAG 0 or BGAG 12 (n = 4 cells for each variant). In contrast, mGluR6, which has an essential role in the visual cascade of ON-bipolar cells of the retina (25) , was robustly photoactivated (∼50%). As with mGluR7 and 8, photoactivation was in trans and was maximal by BGAG 12 (Fig. 6 C  and D) . Thus, three of the four group III mGluRs could be photoactivated by SNAP-BGAG, and in each case by the trans state of the photoswitch, as opposed to the cis-state activation seen in group II members mGluR2 and 3. Multiplexed Orthogonal Optical Control. Having established a tool chest of photoswitchable mGluRs, we next sought to develop another PORTL that would label orthogonally to SNAP to allow for two receptors to be controlled independently. We turned to the related protein tag system of CLIP. CLIP is an engineered variant of SNAP, which can be efficiently conjugated to O 2 -benzylcytosine-containing compounds rather than O 6 -benzylguanine-containing compounds (26) . We designed and synthesized a family of PORTLs that would target CLIP-mGluRs, termed BCAGs, where the benzylguanine moiety is replaced by benzylcytosine (BC) (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 and Scheme S4).
We tested BCAG 12 on CLIP-mGluR2 and found robust cis photoactivation (Fig. 7A) . Importantly, there was no crossconjugation between the PORTLs targeted separately to the two protein tags at optimal PORTL concentration. Labeling with BCAG 12 at 1 μM did not produce any photosensitization of SNAP-mGluR2 and, similarly, labeling with BGAG 12 at 1 μM did not produce any photosensitization of CLIP-mGluR2 ( Fig. 7  A and B) . It is worth noting that at 10 μM some weak crosslabeling was observed between subtypes (Fig. 7B) , emphasizing the importance of performing labeling controls for any new context in which these orthogonal domains are used. We also found that, like the BGAG family (14) , BCAG 12 is stable in aqueous buffer at physiological pH. When we diluted BCAG 12 to 1 μM in labeling solution and left it at room temperature for 1 wk before applying to cells, we maintained large photoactivation of CLIP-mGluR2 (Fig. 7B) .
We further expanded the photoswitchable mGluR2 family by synthesizing BCAG 12, 460 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 and Scheme S4), which produced robust photoactivation of CLIP-mGluR2 but not of SNAP-mGluR2 (Fig. 7C) . In contrast to the intermediate linker length BCAG, BCAG 0,460 showed no photoactivation of CLIP-mGluR2. We confirmed that BCAG labeling works efficiently in neuronal cultures, a key system for understanding neural signaling. CLIP-mGluR2 expressed efficiently on the surface of hippocampal neurons, where it could be visualized through conjugation of the BC-Alexa 647 fluorophore (Fig. 7D ). Following conjugation with BCAG 12 , CLIP-mGluR2 photoactivation induced neuronal hyperpolarization that led to a reversible and repeatable decrease in action-potential firing, consistent with activation of native GIRK channels (Fig. 7E, Top) . Importantly, in neurons expressing SNAP-mGluR2, BCAG 12 did not produce any photosensitization (Fig. 7E, Bottom) , demonstrating that photoswitch labeling retains specificity in neurons.
After establishing that BCAG variants allow efficient photoactivation of CLIP-mGluR2 with very similar properties to SNAG-mGluR2, we wondered whether we could combine these tools in the same preparation to independently drive two different receptor populations with light. To do this, we needed not only orthogonal strategies for photoswitch attachment but spectral differences between the photoswitches that would enable them to be separately controlled. We therefore coexpressed SNAPmGluR2 and CLIP-mGluR2 and labeled cells with both BCAG 12 and BGAG 12, 460 (1 μM). Photoactivation of SNAP-mGluR2 (500-nm ON and dark OFF to photoswitch BGAG 12,460 ) was then done separately or in combination with photoactivation of CLIP-mGluR2 (380-nm ON and 590-nm OFF to photoswitch BCAG 12 ) (Fig. 8A) .
In an alternative logic for multiplexing, we took advantage of the difference between cis photoagonism of group II mGluRs and trans photoagonism of group III mGluRs. By combining CLIP-mGluR2 conjugated to BCAG 460 with SNAP-mGluR7, we could sequentially activate SNAG-mGluR7 with 590-nm illumination followed by a flash of 500-nm illumination to activate SNAG-mGluR2 (Fig. 8B) . Because 590-nm illumination fully activates SNAG-mGluR7, 500-nm illumination only produces activation of mGluR2 without altering mGluR7. Photoactivation was then terminated for SNAG-mGluR7 by illumination with dim 380-nm light (∼0.1 mW/mm 2 ), without altering SNAGmGluR2. This demonstrates that depending on the combination of photoswitches and the directionality of photoagonism, two different receptor populations can be photoactivated sequentially with or without simultaneous activation.
Discussion
Optical and genetic control of ligand binding and activation of GPCRs is a powerful approach that has shown great promise for enhancing our understanding of the molecular mechanisms and physiological roles of this important family of signaling proteins and for probing the function of neural circuits. In this study, we have expanded the toolset of light-controlled metabotropic glutamate receptors, obtained insight into the mechanisms of photoswitchable activation to enable rational tuning, and deployed two bioorthogonal attachment systems to permit independent optical control or different receptors. Because these tools are based on the covalent attachment of one of a diverse array of rapidly photoswitchable ligands to genetically encoded receptor variants, the receptor target and location of action are defined genetically.
PORTL vs. PTL Approaches: Mechanisms and Advantages. In this study, we have provided insight into the photoswitch mechanism of PORTL photoagonism by synthesizing and testing a battery of compounds on a range of mGluR variants. Our observations allow for a number of distinctions between PORTL and PTL optical control to emerge. In the PORTL approach, because of the long linker between the relatively remote protein tag attachment moiety and the ligand moiety-in our case the glutamate of BGAG-the ligand is present in a relatively low local concentration (<100 μM) around the binding site. This is in contrast to small PTLs that are directly attached to the ligandbinding domain, which we find here to have a much higher effective local concentration (>1 mM), consistent with an earlier estimate of ∼10 mM in an ionotropic glutamate receptor (17) . The minimal length dependence observed in the 0 to 12 PEG repeat range is consistent with previous work on tethered ligands that modeled PEG linkers as random-coil polymers, which maintain conformational mobility when the ligand is bound (27) . Outside of the optimal linker length range, PORTL linkers that are too short do not support photoactivation, likely because the ligand cannot reach its binding site and, among ones that do reach, the longest lose efficacy, as predicted for lower local concentration of the ligand around the binding site. Across the mGluR members the optimal length PORTL had 12 PEG repeats (BGAG 12 ), and this proved too short to reach from an attachment site in one subunit to the ligand-binding domain of its dimeric partner, providing for the same subunit-specific photocontrol that characterizes the much smaller PTLs. Thus, as previously proposed (14), unlike the photoswitching mechanism of PTLs, in which azobenzene isomerization to cis points the ligand directly into the binding pocket and trans isomerization removes the ligand, in PORTLs the ligand is always within 2 ) fully activates SNAG-mGluR7 followed by 500-nm illumination (∼1 mW/mm 2 ), which activates CLIP-mGluR2 without altering SNAG-mGluR7 because it is already fully activated (i.e., in trans). Dim 380-nm illumination (∼0.01 mW/mm 2 ) is able to turn off SNAG-mGluR7 without activation of CLIP-mGluR2. All experiments were performed in HEK 293T cells.
equal reach of the binding site but its ability to bind and agonize is reversibly blocked by the azobenzene, as is the case in free photochromic ligands. Consistent with this interpretation, the cysteine conjugation position of LimGluRs is quite deep within the cleft of the ligand-binding domain, which may constrain the ability of the longer trans form, but not the shorter cis form, to reach the binding site.
The high local concentration of the PTL provides a tight control of ligand occupancy, an advantage for biophysical studies of receptor activation mechanisms, as shown recently in both ionotropic and metabotropic receptors (21, 28) . On the other hand, the similarity in binding of the PORTL to that of free ligand may provide a better model for receptor activation in vivo. A major additional advantage of the PORTLs is that because they virtually do not react with water and are bioorthogonal, there are no competing reactions with the one that attaches them covalently to their protein tag. As a result, they can be used at far lower concentrations, well below their ability to bind significantly in the free form, and are stable for days in solution and so should be effective in reaching their protein target in vivo. Another advantage is that the protein tag can also be labeled selectively with a fluorophore, providing a view of the site of protein expression and subcellular localization and a gauge of the efficiency of PORTL conjugation. We show that PORTLs can now be simultaneously applied and separately targeted to more than one protein target using the SNAP and CLIP tags. Other systems, such as the HaloTag (29), afford additional possibilities (30) . Labeling specificity when both SNAP and CLIP are used together is maintained even when concentrations are high enough to ensure a labeling efficiency of ∼90%.
We asked whether tethered photoswitches could achieve the efficacy of the native ligand. Although selective labeling in cells is very high (∼90%) it is not stoichiometric, and, moreover, maximal photoisomerization to either the trans or cis state is high but incomplete (85 to 90%), resulting in submaximal photoactivation. We show that this limit can be overcome by doubling the number of photoswitches per ligand-binding domain to raise photoswitch efficiency to near 100%.
A Group II/III mGluR Optogenetic Toolset. We have generated a family of PORTL-operated mGluRs and expanded the family of PTL-operated ones to cover the group II and III subfamilies ( Table 1 ). The group II mGluR subfamily consists of mGluR2 and mGluR3, which show ∼70% sequence identity and both couple to the G i/o G-protein family (31) . It has been difficult to distinguish their roles in neurological functions due to limited pharmacological tools, especially among orthosteric compounds. Further complicating the analysis of mGluR2 and mGluR3, it has recently been shown that these subunits can coassemble to produce heterodimeric receptors with unique basal activity and cooperativity (21, 22) . This finding emphasizes the need for ligands that can unambiguously distinguish between subtypes. In contrast to LimGluR3, which shows very robust photoactivation with D-MAG-0 (∼70%), we show in this study that SNAP-mGluR3 is weakly agonized by BGAG (∼20%). This is consistent with pharmacological studies that have shown that many 4-functionalized glutamate compounds have a higher affinity for mGluR2 than mGluR3 (32) . In addition, SNAP-mGluR3 has a more pronounced dependence on BGAG length than SNAP-mGluR2. Presumably, in the context of LimGluR3, the high local concentration of the glutamate moiety of D-MAG-0 allows for very efficient photoactivation despite the presumed weak activity of the parent 4′-substituted glutamate. Furthermore, the spontaneous dynamics of mGluR3 (16) , which results in enhanced single-subunit activation in mGluR3-containing receptors (21) , may contribute to the enhanced efficacy of LimGluR3 relative to LimGluR2. The group III mGluR subfamily contains mGluR4, mGluR6, mGluR7, and mGluR8, which are thought to play distinct roles in a variety of neural functions, with especially prominent synaptic modulatory roles in sensory processing, Parkinson's disease, and pain pathophysiology (24, 31) . For this reason, significant effort has been put into the development of specific drugs for these receptors. Unfortunately, a relatively limited repertoire of specific compounds has been developed for group III mGluRs, making it difficult to proceed clinically as well as to precisely study these receptors in their native contexts. mGluR7 is particularly interesting, due to its uniquely low apparent glutamate affinity (∼1 mM versus ∼1 to 10 μM for other mGluRs), which has classically been interpreted as consistent with its synaptic localization compared with the perisynaptic localization of other mGluR subtypes (33) . This extreme low glutamate affinity has made it difficult to study mGluR7. Existing synthetic orthosteric agonists remain low-affinity ligands for mGluR7 and are not able to distinguish between group III subtypes. Furthermore, because of the high concentrations required to activate mGluR7, pharmacological experiments are especially sensitive to off-target effects and are limited in the temporal parameters of drug application and removal.
BGAG showed trans photoagonism of mGluR6, 7, and 8 but no effect on mGluR4. The conserved trans agonism for all subtypes and all BGAG lengths indicates that group III mGluRs have a fundamental preference for trans over cis azobenzeneglutamate. This is consistent with recent pharmacological studies showing differences between group II and III mGluRs in their sensitivity to 4-functionalized glutamate analogs (32) . We interpret this result as an indication that the precise shape of the linker-azobenzene moiety determines the ability to produce either trans or cis agonism in group II versus group III mGluRs. The steeper length dependence of BGAG photoagonism of group III mGluRs contrasts with what was observed with group II mGluRs. An attractive interpretation is that due to structural differences, either in the binding pocket or the N terminus of the ligand-binding domain, a longer BGAG is required for sufficient reach to the binding site. As BGAG length extends beyond 12 PEG repeats, presumably the local concentration drops to a point that photoswitch efficiency is impaired, as observed with SNAP-mGluR2 and BGAG 28 . The photoagonism of mGluR6 was most notable because it was the most efficient BGAG/group III mGluR combination and approached the efficacy of SNAPmGluR2. Optical control of mGluR6 opens the door to manipulation of one of the central players in the visual transduction cascade of ON bipolar cells of the retina.
When two cis agonists were used, this allowed for sequential independent activation, whereas combination of a cis agonist with a trans agonist allowed for sequential, combined activation. This approach opens the door for precise probing of the contribution of individual receptors in intact circuits, including at synapses where multiple receptors are expressed together or apart pre-and postsynaptically or in nearby glia.
Together, this toolset should provide a means of probing a wide range of biological phenomena that are mediated by G-protein signaling, generally, and mGluR signaling, specifically. The relative ease of application should also facilitate the use of these tools. SNAP-mGluR variants can be expressed robustly using standard gene delivery techniques, and photoswitch application is straightforward in culture and should be efficient in vivo using targeted injection, as previously shown for MAGbased compounds (19) . Controls that omit receptor expression or photoswitch application serve as helpful confirmation of the specificity of the measured optical effect. This approach adds significantly to other methods for manipulating GPCRs, as summarized in SI Appendix, Table S1 .
Whereas optogenetic control with exogenous signaling proteins has yielded major scientific advances, optical manipulation of native receptors holds great promise for understanding their specific biological roles. For example, nearly all of the mGluR subtypes are coexpressed at hippocampal synapses, including in presynaptic, postsynaptic, and glial compartments (33) . The limited set of subtype-specific pharmacological agents and inability to selectively aim them at a specific compartment represent a great barrier to understanding the individual role of receptor and compartment in long-term plasticity. These challenges can be overcome by the ability to target expression of photoswitchable mGluRs to a specific cell and point light at a specific synaptic compartment, thereby controlling ligand occupancy with millisecond precision. At the circuit and behavioral level, photoswitchable mGluRs should enable identification of the brain regions and cell types involved in the mechanisms of mGluR2/3-targeting ligands for the treatment of psychiatric disorders (34) .
Ultimately, the overall design principles established in this study will facilitate the transfer of the PORTL approach to many other signaling systems. In the future it will be key to continue to spectrally tune switches to improve the ability to orthogonally manipulate multiple receptors. Major advances in photoswitch red shifting have recently been published, which should lead to the expansion of the BGAG repertoire (35) (36) (37) . Furthermore, it will be important to develop a richer pharmacological repertoire of PORTLs including antagonists, allosteric modulators, and biased ligands and to use either genetic manipulation (38) or chemical targeting (39) to adapt this approach to control native receptors.
Materials and Methods
Chemical Synthesis. Chemical synthesis was performed as previously described (14) . See SI Appendix, Materials and Methods for more details.
Molecular Cloning and Gene Expression. Experiments were performed using rat (mGluR2, mGluR3, mGluR6, mGluR7) or human (mGluR4, mGluR8) isoforms of mGluRs. HEK 293T cell transfection of mGluR constructs and GIRK reporters was performed as previously described using Lipofectamine 2000 (12) .
Whole-Cell Patch Clamp. HEK 293T cell electrophysiology and photoswitch labeling were performed as previously described (14) . Briefly, recordings were performed in high-potassium solution containing 120 mM KCl, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM CaCl 2 , and 10 mM Hepes (pH 7.4) using glass pipettes (3 to 6 MΩ) filled with solution containing 140 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 5 mM EGTA, and 3 mM MgCl 2 (pH 7.4). Cells were patch-clamped to −60 using an Axopatch 200B (Molecular Devices) amplifier in whole-cell mode. Drugs were applied using a gravity-driven perfusion system, and illumination was controlled using a DG-4 system (Sutter) in combination with excitation filters.
Dissociated hippocampal neuron experiments were performed as previously described (14) .
Data were analyzed with Clampfit (Molecular Devices) and Prism (GraphPad).
Fluorescence Imaging. Cells were imaged using a scanning confocal Zeiss LSM 780 microscope. All dyes were purchased from New England Biolabs and applied at 1 to 2 μM for 45 min in standard extracellular buffers. Fluorescence intensities were calculated from small clusters of cells using Zen software (Zeiss).
Approval. The experiments, use of human cell lines, and animal use were approved by the University of California Berkeley Biosafety Office and Animal Care and Use Committee.
